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THE MAIN EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES IN TEACHING READING

M.A. Nazaralieva, M.O. Oripova

Reading is to the mind like running is to the body.
If a person wants to exercise his mind, he should read a good book.

Lamar Cole.

Annotation
This article is about how reading is one of the most significant processes of our life. Reading and its strategies are used in the class in order to make lesson easier and enhance reading comprehension and vocabulary knowledge. You have to take into consideration your students’ ability and their age in choosing reading strategies and activities.
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Reading is considered an interactive process. Reading gives a lot of opportunity to learners such as knowing and understanding vocabulary, pronunciation, grammar, listening, etc. There is a number of useful strategies and activities to introduce and teach reading skill in a foreign language. Let’s discuss young learners. Young learners, five to ten years old, can write and read only in their first language. Reading words, sentences, topics in the target language is a bit difficult for them. Before giving reading tasks teacher should introduce pupils with letters and sounds of the target language. He/she teaches the alphabet and phonics. Teacher should demand to learn phonics and alphabets from learners on time. After acquiring phonics pupils are able to combine words and read. But it requires more practice and work. On the other hand children regularly don’t want to study, especially reading. In order to involve them teacher should use illustrations, stories, picture dictionaries, activities and games, pictures, worksheets, handouts, big books for shared reading in class, audio recordings, etc. Most of young learners are unable to read and write in the target language for the first time. These mentioned things help them learn easily. Here are some strategies:

Look and Say
Look and Say is an effective reading strategy which is using by teacher for primary learners. In this activity teacher uses some cards and by showing them teaches how to read correctly in target language. On the other hand words and phrases are written on the cards. In order not to confuse there are should be written only one word in one card, not a sentence.
For ex.: an apple  our school  my mother

Teacher shows the card and says it with attention. Pupils are asked to repeat after him/her. Four or at least five new words are enough for one lesson. Besides reading correctly the new word on card they have a chance to learn it faster after repetition. By using cards teacher may organize other beneficial activities too, such as matching words and pictures. In this game teacher needs two cards. There are will be words on the first card and pictures on the second card. Teacher shows them to pupils and they are asked to match words with pictures. Because of game and interest young learners try to do exercise very well. In order to recognize new word learners need lots of practice. Teacher’s task is to make easy and interesting lesson and avoid reading the same things. Because young learners will lose their interest if they read the same things more than once. If words are written on the coloured cards they can easily recall and save them in memory for a long time.

In order to consolidate learners’ reading skill and vocabulary teacher plans variety activities such as finding word families(or lexical sets) of words. It would be better if teacher uses words or phrases which are familiar for learners. In this activity teacher collects a number of words which belong to one word or family. For example: names of birds, clothes, toys, kinds of colours, etc. Learners are asked to put these words in appropriate form:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Matching sentences to picture**

Three or more pictures and sentences are given to pupils. Learners should be able to understand the meaning of sentences in order to match them with pictures. So teacher gives suitable sentences which are known for pupils. After reading and comprehending sentences learners are asked to match them. After finishing matching they read their examples turn by turn.

**Shared group reading**

Shared group reading is very enjoyable and interesting activity for young learners. While shared reading teacher uses Big Books. Because, these books are especially written for group reading. First of all if there are any opportunities in the class teacher should rearrange the seat of pupils before starting the reading. Instead of chairs, sitting on the floor while shared reading is more comfortable and relaxed. On the other hand learners can move, act and imitate while reading. A number of researchers found that shared group reading is the best way to introduce reading as a fun and group activity. Not only reading, but listening skill will be improved by it too.

**Reading a story**

Young learners love stories, fairytales, coloured books. Especially they want to listen to interesting stories from teacher. Children gain more benefit from listening to story than other strategies. Reading a story is one of the most effective ways of creating friendly and real English atmosphere with pupils. While listening to story learners draw the pictures of the events in their mind, fantasy and they look forward to the ending of story. But in a reading story teacher cannot change the events of story. He/she reads turn by turn which is written on the book.

**Reading aloud**

The simplest advice for teachers is slow down before starting reading. Teacher should give enough time to learners in order

- to choose a book
- to look through the book
- to observe the images, pictures of the book
- to guess the context

Reading aloud is a good way of checking pronunciation and stress of pupils. It also verifies vocabulary and introduces new words, phrases. Hubbard suggested that reading aloud is useful as a test of pronunciation and general fluency. Reading aloud motivates learners to learn and acquire language with interest. On the other hand most of young learners like reading aloud and it improves their pronunciation, too [7].

**Choral reading**
One of the useful reading aloud activity is choral reading. Teacher gives a reading passage to pupils and shows the intonation, major stress, pauses. First of all learners are asked to look through the passage with attention and teacher begins to read. The class repeats the passage in chorus after teacher. In order to verify learners' pronunciation and intonation one member of class is ordered to read the passage on the blackboard without teacher.

Dramatic reading
The next reading aloud activity is dramatic reading. Learners are given a text. If the text is written as a dialogue teacher allows learners to participate together. Teacher points the dialogue to each pupil and they are asked to read all characters of the dialogue. Dramatic reading helps learners how to communicate with one another and how to create real conversation. During the task learners' intonation, pronunciation and stress are controlled by teacher.

Reading without errors
Reading aloud is a good and simple way of checking and correcting errors, too. In this strategy teacher gives a text to learners and they are asked to read carefully and fluently without making mistakes. Other members of group are observers. One pupil begins to read. If the reader makes mistakes while reading, any member of the class can stop him/her. The reader continues to read till stopped by someone. This activity motivates learners to listen to with attention and find mistakes quickly; on the other hand pupils try not to do mistakes in order to be a good reader. Reading without errors not only improves learners' reading comprehension but it also enhances their listening skill.

Reading text based on child’s language
In this reading strategy teacher allows pupils to use their native language freely [5]. And it is based on various pictures which are shown by teacher. After showing picture to learners they are asked to describe it. If learners have some difficulties on describing the picture in second language they may use their first language (young learners are unable lack of vocabulary). Then teacher translates pupils' sentences into target language and writes them in the child's book. After finishing teacher says the word in second language and pupils repeat the sentence after him/her. Moreover learners are asked to read sentences loudly with attention. In order to be easy and understandable for young learners teacher uses simple sentences, such as "She is my mother. She is young. She is my grandmother. She is old."

As you see, reading is not easy process for young learners. It requires knowledge and ability, different activities and games from teacher. Moreover teacher should be perfect person. In order to teach and interest young and naughty learners teacher should be a brilliant music teacher, kind and sometimes strict teacher, patient and happy teacher as ten years old pupils said. Before giving task and introduce materials teacher should get on well with pupils and especially teacher should respect his/her pupils.

Let's see the process in teaching reading with adult learners [1,3]. Lack of vocabulary readers cannot read and understand the text in target language. Nation point that about 4000 word families are needed for reading instructionally with approximately 95 per cent of words known in a given text. That means that in order to understand and analyses the text which is written in target language learners are able to know at least 4000 word families. On the other hand scientists found that a minimum of 10, 000 words give a chance to reader to comprehend an academic text.

Knowing the strong relationship between vocabulary and reading comprehension helps teachers conduct and find the useful and easy strategies of vocabulary learning and comprehending the text for adult learners. Other researcher Hirsch explained that knowing at least 90 per cent of the words of a text gives a chance the reader to get the main idea. Roehrig, Guo and Sedlita also explain the relationship between vocabulary and reading comprehension. As they mentioned vocabulary is more crucial in reading comprehension and helps learners to identify the general idea of the text. In order to check students’ ability in reading comprehension and vocabulary observers organized an achievement test. The text contains 50 questions, and twenty five questions are to measure to students’ reading comprehension and the other twenty five questions are to measure to students’ vocabulary. After calculating the data from achievement test some students included into excellent category, some of them included into good and average category in comprehending a text and vocabulary. But some learners included into poor category. After the result of achievement test it is found that the background knowledge and the ability of students’ vocabulary help students comprehend the text and do tasks without difficulties.

Having more and adequate vocabulary makes the student understand the text easily. Moreover reading strategies help learners to
comprehend the text, too. According to the text we knew that there is a relationship between vocabulary and reading comprehension. They fill in one another and learners who have high scores in read also have high scores in vocabulary, too. As it was mentioned more experience and background knowledge help learners understand and identify reading materials and vocabulary tasks. By using those learners find unknown words and they can guess the meaning of unknown word. So if teacher gives more vocabulary to students and demands them to learn new words regularly, it works well. And the teacher achieves what he/she wants the good result. On the other hand vocabulary improves students' knowledge and participant on the lesson [4].

As it was mentioned in above most of language learners find and learn new words incidentally. Incidental vocabulary learning is a process of acquiring new words through reading topics, texts or passages. And it isn't planned process. But some learners are unable to understand new words incidentally. Because acquiring new words incidentally through reading in context is not easy process and it requires more vocabulary and practice. If learners encounter unknown words more than five or six times in context they can learn and remember them quickly and easily. The main aim of reading comprehension is to enhance learners’ vocabulary and knowledge. Incidental vocabulary learning is a good way of acquiring new words. Moreover during the incidental learning students are able to do all tasks such as identifying the specific information and comprehending the whole meaning of the text, learning unknown words incidentally is not learning a word but it also improves students’ fluency and reading comprehension, too.
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